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CTA models may be constructed using three different strategies with 

respect to consideration of “leave-one-out” (LOO) jackknife validity 

analysis: (1) ignore LOO validity analysis; (2) only include attributes 

yielding the same ESS in training and LOO analysis in the model (the 

“LOO stable” criterion); or (3) include attributes with highest ESS in 

LOO analysis in the model (“LOO p < 0.05” criterion). CTA software 

produces the confusion table for a CTA model for training analysis, 

but not for LOO analysis. This article shows how to use UniODA to 

determine the ESS of CTA models in LOO analysis. 

 

 

The outcome variable studied herein is hospital 

in-patient mortality status—alive (N=216) or 

dead (N=49)—for a specific disease category. 

An index that is based upon clinically-available 

measurements is sought to make accurate point 

predictions of the imminent mortality status of 

hospital in-patients having this disease. As the 

research from which present data were obtained 

is on-going, the disease and attribute identity is 

classified. However, in an analysis performed 

for the present incomplete data set, models that 

emerged were ideal for the present exposition. 

 This example has a binary class variable 

(patient mortality status), two ordered attributes 

(A and B), and one binary attribute (C). For the 

ignore LOO and LOO 0.05 analyses two types 

of globally-optimal CTA (GO-CTA) models are 

considered in training and in LOO analysis: the 

model minimizing the distance (D) between 

empirical and theoretically ideal models for the 

application, and the model maximizing predic-

tive accuracy (ESS) normed against chance.
1,2

 

“Ignore LOO” Criterion 

Astonishing though it may seem, the approach 

of ignoring LOO—as well as related validity 

methods used to assess potential generalizability 

of the model to independent samples (e.g., hold-

out or K-unfolding methods) is the modus 

operandi of nearly all analytic research reported 

in the accumulated scientific literature.
2
 As is 

true for the legacy linear parametric classifica-

tion and discrimination methods
3,4

 in ubiquitous 

use today, early maximum-accuracy classifica-

tion methods sought statistical models yielding 

the highest possible overall percentage accurate 

classification (PAC) for the training sample.
5-11

 

Researchers routinely retained all attributes with 

generalized p<0.05 (and sometimes p>0.05) in 

typically over-fit models. Things starting to be 

done differently today include the use of non-

linear models; experimentwise criteria to assess 

statistical significance; explicit maximization of 

ESS rather than PAC (normed and not normed 
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against chance, respectively); and a focus on the 

cross-generalizability of the model developed 

for the total (training) sample when it is applied 

to classify an independent random sample of 

observations.
1,2,12

 

The Empirical Model Minimizing Distance 

(D) From a Theoretically Ideal Model 

The GO-CTA model yielding minimum D, and 

its predictive accuracy in both training and LOO 

validity analysis, is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: “Ignore LOO” Analytic Approach: 

GO-CTA Model Minimizing Distance (D) 

From a Theoretically Ideal Model 
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In training analysis this ODA model re-

turned strong predictive accuracy: numerically 

the model was less than one (i.e., 5/8ths) of an 

equivalently strong effect away from a being a 

perfect model in this application. Because the 

predictive accuracy in both model endpoints 

was less than perfect, geometrically it may be 

argued that a minimum of two additional effects 

(model nodes) are needed to achieve a perfect 

model. However, the predictive accuracy that is 

achieved on the right-hand-side of the model (in 

which patients are predicted to be alive)—that 

is, 100% – 3.05% = 97.95% in training, and 

100% - 4.71% = 95.29% in LOO, is very close 

(near the limit of measure reliability) to perfect 

considering the complexity of establishing 

mortality status in applied longitudinal right-

censured research (e.g., patients who are alive 

on the day that the study data collection period 

ended might not be alive on the following day). 

Classification results for LOO analysis 

were obtained for this model via the following 

UniODA and MegaODA command syntax: 

     OUTPUT test.out; 

     OPEN test.dat; 

     VARS outcome a b c; 

     CLASS outcome; 

     ATTR a; 

     MISSING all (-9); 

     MC ITER 25000; 

     LOO; 

     GO; 

Another perspective on information in 

the CTA diagram is given in the confusion table 

that is provided as output for the program above 

(see Table 1). 

Table 1: “Ignore LOO” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for Training Performance of 

the GO-CTA Model Minimizing D 

                                Predicted 

      Training Analysis        Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A    191          25 

       Mortality Status       D       6           43 

                                Predicted 

          LOO Analysis          Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A    182          34 

       Mortality Status       D        9          40 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 
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 In LOO analysis the ODA model re-

turned relatively strong predictive accuracy: 

numerically the model was approximately one 

equivalently strong effect away from a being a 

perfect model in this application. Pragmatically, 

one additional attribute loading on the left-hand 

branch of the CTA model, achieving high 90%-

range prediction of patients who lived and who 

died, would achieve as close to an ideal statisti-

cal model as is feasible given the limitations of 

measurement of classical phenomena. 

 Relative to training, in LOO analysis 

there were 9 fewer correctly classified patients 

who in reality were alive (misclassified in LOO 

analysis as being dead), and there were 3 fewer 

correctly classified patients who in reality were 

dead (misclassified in LOO analysis as being 

alive). 

The Empirical Model Maximizing Predictive 

Accuracy Normed Against Chance (ESS) 

The GO-CTA model yielding maximum ESS is 

shown in Figure 2 (this was the only EO-CTA 

model with more than two strata in the descend-

ant family with an adequate minimum endpoint 

denominator for satisfactory statistical power
2
). 

Strong predictive accuracy obtained in training 

analysis, ESS = 79.2, is 3.9% greater than the 

accuracy of the corresponding model in Figure 1 

(ESS = 76.2). However, when parsimony is 

taken into consideration the three-strata model 

(Figure 2) is 26.4% further from a theoretically 

ideal model than the two-strata model (Figure 

1): D = 0.790 and 0.625, respectively. 

Numerically the Figure 2 model was less 

than one (i.e., 8/10ths) of an equivalently strong 

effect away from a being a perfect model in this 

application. Pragmatically, if one more attribute 

loaded on the middle branch of the CTA model, 

achieving high 90%-range prediction of patients 

who lived and who died, then this would yield 

as close to an ideal statistical model as is likely 

given limitations of measurement of classical 

phenomena. 

Figure 2: “Ignore LOO” Analytic Approach: 

GO-CTA Model Maximizing Predictive 

Accuracy Normed Against Chance (ESS) 
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Classification results for LOO analysis 

were obtained for the left-most endpoint (that 

emanates from the root node) of this GO-CTA 

model by using the following UniODA and 

MegaODA command syntax: 

     OUTPUT test.out; 

     OPEN test.dat; 

     VARS outcome a b c; 

     CLASS outcome; 

     ATTR b; 

     MISSING all (-9); 

     MC ITER 25000; 

     LOO; 

     GO; 

 Analysis yielded the confusion table, 

integrated across model endpoints, given in 

Table 2. Relative to training, in LOO analysis 

there were 14 more misclassified patients who 

in reality were dead (misclassified in LOO anal-
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ysis as being alive)—and thus there were 14 

fewer correctly classified patients who in reality 

were dead. For LOO analysis, ESS = -4.4 (or 

marginally worse than expected by chance), and 

p < 0.79. Because the root node discovered in 

training analysis (Figure 2, p < 0.002) failed to 

cross-generalize in LOO validity analysis (Table 

2, p < 0.79), this means that the “Ignore LOO” 

analytic approach model that maximized train-

ing ESS isn’t expected to replicate if it is used to 

classify independent random patient samples. 

Table 2: “Ignore LOO” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for Training Performance of 

Root Node of GO-CTA Model Maximizing ESS 

                                Predicted 

      Training Analysis        Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A     61          155 

       Mortality Status       D       2           47 

                                Predicted 

          LOO Analysis          Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A     61          155 

       Mortality Status       D     16           33 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 

This model could not have arisen if the 

“LOO <0.05” criterion was used (because for B 

the LOO p fails this criterion), or if the “LOO 

stable” criterion was used (because for B, the 

ESS in LOO was lower than in training). 

Clearly, failing to account for model 

cross-generalizability performance in classifica-

tion analysis can produce models with good 

training performance and chance (or worse) 

cross-generalizability. 

“LOO Stable” Criterion 

In this application no EO-CTA model in the 

descendant family involving more than two 

patient strata had an adequate minimum end-

point denominator for satisfactory statistical 

power. Only a categorical measure of whether 

patient symptoms worsened after therapy was 

administered met the experimentwise criterion 

for statistical significance, but it was a relatively 

weak effect: ESS = 23.5, D = 6.61. 

 “LOO p < 0.05” Criterion 

Prior analyses are repeated for this criterion. 

The Empirical Model Minimizing Distance 

(D) From a Theoretically Ideal Model 

The GO-CTA model yielding minimum D for 

the LOO p < 0.05 criterion, and its predictive 

accuracy in both training and LOO validity 

analysis, is illustrated in Figure 1. Discussed 

earlier, in training analysis this model returned 

strong predictive accuracy: numerically the 

model was 5/8ths of an equivalently strong 

effect away from a being a perfect model in this 

application. Pragmatically, one additional 

attribute loading on the left-hand branch of the 

CTA model, and achieving high 90%-range 

prediction of patients who lived and who died, 

would achieve as close to an ideal statistical 

model as is feasible given the limitations of 

measurement of classical phenomena. 

The Empirical Model Maximizing Predictive 

Accuracy Normed Against Chance (ESS) 

The GO-CTA model yielding maximum ESS is 

shown in Figure 3 (this was the only EO-CTA 

model with more than two strata in the descend-

ant family with an adequate minimum endpoint 

denominator for satisfactory statistical power). 

The strong predictive accuracy in training anal-

ysis, ESS = 81.0, is 6.3% greater than the 

accuracy of the corresponding model in Figure 1 

(ESS = 76.2). However, when parsimony is 

taken into consideration the five-strata model 

(Figure 3) is 87.7% further from a theoretically 

ideal model than the two-strata model (Figure 

1): D = 1.173 and 0.625, respectively. 
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Figure 3: “LOO p < 0.05” Analytic Approach: GO-CTA Model 

Maximizing Predictive Accuracy Normed Against Chance (ESS) 
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Classification results for LOO analysis 

were obtained for the two left-most endpoints of 

this GO-CTA model by using the following 

UniODA and MegaODA command syntax: 

     OUTPUT test.out; 

     OPEN test.dat; 

     VARS outcome a b c; 

     CLASS outcome; 

     ATTR a; 

     INCLUDE c=0; 

     MISSING all (-9); 

     MC ITER 25000; 

     LOO; 

     GO; 

Analysis yielded the confusion table, 

integrated across model endpoints, given in 

Table 3. In LOO, in Figure 3 the left-most 

endpoint changes from 22 / (22 + 5) = 81.5% 
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Class 1 (N = 27) in training, to 21 / (21 + 6) = 

77.8% Class 1 (N = 27) in LOO. And, the 

companion endpoint emanating down the A > 

27 branch changes from 33 / (33 + 0) = 100% 

Class 0 (N = 33) in training, to 32 / (32 + 1) = 

97.0% Class 0 (N = 33) in LOO. 

Table 3: “LOO p < 0.05” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for Training Performance of 

Left-Hand Side of Root Node of the CTA 

Model Maximizing ESS 

                                Predicted 

      Training Analysis        Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A     33             5 

       Mortality Status       D       0           22 

                                Predicted 

          LOO Analysis          Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A     32             6 

       Mortality Status       D       1           21 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 

Analysis turns to the three remaining 

endpoints. The first LOO analysis was obtained 

for the right-hand-side endpoints of this GO-

CTA model by using the following UniODA 

and MegaODA command syntax: 

     OUTPUT test.out; 

     OPEN test.dat; 

     VARS outcome a b c; 

     CLASS outcome; 

     ATTR b; 

     INCLUDE c=1; 

     MISSING all (-9); 

     MC ITER 25000; 

     LOO; 

     GO; 

Analysis revealed that the confusion 

table, integrated across model endpoints, given 

in Table 4, was stable in training and LOO 

analysis at this point in the right-hand-side of 

the root node. 

Table 4: “LOO p < 0.05” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for Training Performance of 

Right-Hand Side of Root Node of the CTA 

Model Maximizing ESS 

      Training and                      Predicted 

      LOO Analysis              Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A     58         120 

       Mortality Status       D       2           25 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 

The entries for the middle endpoint in 

Figure 3 are thus determined as shown in the 

left-hand (“A”) column of Table 4, for both 

training and LOO analysis. 

The final analysis assesses the LOO 

stability of the two right-most endpoints, and is 

accomplished by using the following UniODA 

and MegaODA command syntax: 

     OUTPUT test.out; 

     OPEN test.dat; 

     VARS outcome a b c; 

     CLASS outcome; 

     ATTR a; 

     INCLUDE c=1 b>4; 

     MISSING all (-9); 

     MC ITER 25000; 

     LOO; 

     GO; 

Analysis yielded the confusion table, 

integrated across model endpoints, presented in 

Table 5. 
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Table 5: “LOO p < 0.05” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for Two Right-Most Endpoints 

of the CTA Model Maximizing ESS 

                                Predicted 

      Training Analysis        Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A   106           14 

       Mortality Status       D       3           22 

                                Predicted 

          LOO Analysis          Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A   101           19 

       Mortality Status       D       5           20 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 

 Finally, summing entries in correspond-

ing cells of the confusion table over (a) the two 

left-most endpoints of the model (Table 3, LOO 

analysis), (b) the middle endpoint (left-hand 

column of Table 4), and (c) the two right-most 

endpoints (Table 5) produces the GO-CTA 

model LOO confusion table given in Table 6. 

Table 6: “LOO p < 0.05” Analytic Approach: 

Confusion Table for LOO Performance of the 

CTA Model Maximizing ESS 

                                                Predicted 

      LOO Analysis              Mortality Status 

                                                A            D 

               Actual              A   191           25 

       Mortality Status       D       8           41 

      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Note: A = Alive; D = Dead 

 Thus, the five-strata “LOO p < 0.05” 

GO-CTA model that maximizes normed 

predictive accuracy achieves ESS = 72.1 in 

LOO analysis, and D = 1.935. This relatively 

strong predictive accuracy obtained in LOO 

analysis is 9.4% greater than the corresponding 

LOO accuracy of the model in Figure 1 (ESS = 

76.2). However, when parsimony is taken into 

consideration, in LOO the five-strata model 

(Figure 3) is 86.1% further from a theoretically 

ideal model than the two-strata model (Figure 

1): D = 1.935 and 1.04, respectively. 

The primary difference between the least 

(Figure 1) and most (Figure 3) complex models 

lies in their relative precision at the high-end of 

estimated mortality. In training analysis the least 

complex two-strata model predicts mortality of 

either less than 5% or greater than 60%, while 

the most complex five-strata model predicts 

mortality of either less than 5%, greater than 

60%, or greater than 80%. 
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